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Black Sheep
 
Verse 1:
Move, move, along the crowdy street
Look, look, at eyes the people you greet
Beat, beat, your temples full of blood
Step, step, up to your neck in mud
 
Peek, peek, at the crowd's skin
Are you the only sheep full of sin
Seek, seek, an outcast in their sight
Why, why, you are black, not white
 
Bridge:
When all of the eyes are on you
You should step aside or walk through
 
Chorus:
You are a black sheep!
The only black sheep here
It's only your shit
The fact makes you fear
You don't fuss, you creep
Your face is always drear
You wanna cry and weep
But white ones don't hear
You...
They don't hear nomore
 
Verse 2:
Slap, slap, the gateways close
Clap, clap, right under your very nose
Knock, knock, you ask a peace of bread
Talk, talk, and get the shot in your head
 
Beg, beg, to lighten color you wear
But this is only your cross to bear
Bang, bang, and you're under the hoofs
Butt, butt, the speech turns into woofs
 
Bridge:
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When no eyes look at you
You should step aside or walk through
 
Chorus:
 
Verse 3:
Fly, fly, above all the bounds
Your skin now is beneath the ground
Die, die, reborn and poured mound
Win, win, but what's your color now?
 
Bridge:
Chorus x2:
 
George Carpow
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Dance Through Universe
 
Verse 1:
Tonight
All of the stars meet in the sky
At your eyes
In a line
 
And why
Ain't you wanna rise so high
Start to fly
In their shine
 
Feeling
Can't be described in bare words,
Simple chords,
Man efforts
 
Evening
Comes to your home, makes you reborn
Watch day burnt
The night has turn
 
Bridge:
Moon river
As a stairway to the stars.
With shiver
You rise to see who you are
 
Chorus:
Night dream, the light, it is a dance through Universe
Just kid, a kid you are, was standing on the earth
A star stretched ray and let you come upwards
This is a dream,
But you believe it more than real world
You live in.
 
Verse 2:
Twilight
The sky just starts to blink with stars
Like guitar
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Plays first bar
 
One try -
Try to imagine your own dream
You haven't been
So far
 
Wonder
You see no longer you're a man,
Just a span,
Just a soul
 
Thunder
The moon appears straight ahead
It's a fact
You start a roll
 
Bridge:
Chorus:
 
Verse 3:
Morning
You wakes up early in the bed
Heavy head
Happy heart
 
Sorry
This night you had a party thread
Everywhere
Were soirees' starts
 
Bridge:
Chorus x2:
 
George Carpow
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Do You Remember?
 
Do you remember your foul face?
I ask myself before the very night.
Do you remember whom you chase
And whom you want to place ahead of sight?
 
I ask myself of who I am
And whom I see in dreams and thoughts of mine.
Betrayed by him, destroyed by sham,
I wonder how to live if I have died.
 
Do you remember your false soul?
I ask myself before to fall asleep.
Do you remember when you turned to coal
A spirit that was sheerer than a sheep?
 
I cry and make my heart refilled
With tears of penance of exiled ghost.
But this forlorn wail ain't reveal
A skin less darker than an overroasted toast.
 
Do you remember your time's passed?
I ask myself before to close the eyes.
How will you feel when body rests,
What will you say onto the other side?
 
George Carpow
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Far Ahead
 
Verse 1:
This is an old story of a dream
A man equips his boat to set a sail
His life that've passed away
Gained its final mean
Now he can sail ahead to heal his wale
 
He pushes his leaky boat into the sea
His urge and trust don't let the water in
The last infinite sail
To lands where noone's been
Brings his happy smile and grateful sing
 
Chorus:
Far, far ahead
Ship to those ones you would have met
Words you haven't said
Faces you forget
This endless journey let every matter end
 
Verse 2:
Fresh breeze blows face with gentle warm
A man gets a full feeling he's at home
He breaths-in, closes eyes,
An instant - and a dawn
Rises as a new life open door.
 
Chorus:
Far, far ahead
Ship to those ones you would have met
Far, far ahed
Just keep ship's nose to gracious wind and sail
Words you haven't said
Faces you forget
This endless journey let every matter end.
 
George Carpow
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House With The Porch Light On
 
Verse 1:
Once there lived two young people in a red-roof house
At the forest edge
With a bushy hedge
Were heart and soul to each other being a true spouse
To the one they care
To the one they sware
 
When nightingales sang songs in the twilight of the night
They were making love
Flying high above
In rainy days a kindled hearth casted flickering light
On the rocking chair
With this happy pair
 
Their pure feel was blooming like a rose filled with dew
And its bloom was bright
So dazzlingly white
It just took few time for them to share what they knew
And it was ok
To show whom they pray
 
This dawn they woke up to the murmur of the steam
What's the sourse of it?
It's something like twit
They gotta hear the sound of bursting at the seams
That they wanna deny
One of them cried
 
Chorus:
I don't want no more stand
Face to face
With you
You see that it's an end
Trace from trace
Please turn aside your shoes
 
Just wanna get away
Far, for long
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From this in-memory place
Gotta find another way
To which I don't belong
Anew to innocent space
 
Post-chorus:
And the second one said:
I'll keep your room cleaned
Waiting for you, wherever you'd have been
This household is your home
Abiding with the porch light on
 
Verse 2:
Lotta days passed by at the deep-wood edge
Lotta fallen leafs -
Lotta disbeliefs
Haggard man came out - what's about his age?
The house roof 'came grey
Once in a gloomy day
 
Withered rose is stuck into waterless ground
The only liquid that's here
Is nightingale's tears
You will meet noone if you choose to walk around
Any life has gone
 
Only porch light is on
For one who said once in a dawn:
 
Chorus:
Post-chorus:
 
Solo:
 
Bridge:
So would the room 'come lived-in at the long last
Would the life here return to the distant past
Would we ever see the one
Who chose living on the run
The one is being waited for
The one who cried once in a dawn:
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Chorus:
 
And when the second one said:
I'll keep your room cleaned
Waiting for you, wherever you'd have been
This household is your home
Abiding with the porch light on
Keep your room cleaned
Waiting for you, wherever you'd have been
This household is your home
Abiding with the porch light on
 
George Carpow
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Human Attack
 
Chorus:
Buddy, ain't you see this vision in your head?
Hey, man, are we gonna be mad?
Crazy man, don't get outta bed,
We still don't know whether it is good or bad
Hush! You ain't tell that
Hush! Nobody knows
Get it outta your head and we let you go
 
Verse 1:
Raindrops gnaws with hiss into the sandy ground
Pack of hungry dogs prowls in old empty town
Spikes of hundred skyscrapers scratch the sky
Crows cross the road because they cannot fly
 
Oily rivers flow along the deep blue sea
Smoky trees grew even higher than could be
Wind carries sand in its endless bag
Green color is not green any more - it's a human attack!
 
Chorus:
Buddy, ain't you see this vision breaks into your head
Hey, man, are we gonna be mad?
Crazy man, don't get outta bed,
We still don't know whether it is good or bad
Hush! You ain't tell that
Hush! Nobody knows
Get it outta your head and we let you go
 
Verse 2:
The sun fries everything by deadly bristly rays.
You ain't call this burning time as happy days
The city is in ruins, what's the cause of wrack?
You ain't look for an answer for long - it's a human attack
 
Chorus:
Buddy, ain't you see this vision is still in your head
Hey, man, are we gonna be mad?
Crazy man, don't get outta bed,
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We still don't know whether it is good or bad
Hush! You ain't tell that
Hush! Nobody knows
Get it outta your head and we let you go
 
Get outta head, get outta head
I need this nightmare be outta my head
Away from my bed, away from my bed
I try to imagine it's fake and forget
 
Chorus:
Buddy, ain't you see this vision stays in your head
Hey, man, are we gonna be mad?
Crazy man, don't get outta bed,
We still don't know whether it is good or bad
Hush! You ain't tell that
Hush! Nobody knows
Get it outta your head and we let you go
 
George Carpow
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I Miss You
 
It was the day when I saw you
Few confused words said like by a fool
Ten minutes like in paradise
While whatching heaven in your eyes.
 
Three months have passed since in misery
I looked at you in the evening streets
There is no way to hear your voice
For being with you there is no choice.
 
Chorus1:
I cry 'I miss you,
Can't my life be true'
I cry 'I miss you,
I miss you today'.
 
Your spirit guides me all the way
My head's afloat, throughout the days
I hope you know that I need you so
That in my heart cold winds still blow.
 
The twilight descends on me again
It's all OK, I pretend
But it's a cold and gloomy day inside
My heart breaks down, when I cry
 
Chorus1:
 
Hey!
 
Hear my voice, goin' to howl
This song is for you, I'm ready to go!
Here's my life, swinging in rhymes
It is for you, the other has died!
 
I don't care it is day or night
Let everybody think that I set them aside
I sing with your vision in front'f my eyes
My heart's at you, don't let me lie.
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So now respond, are you ready to rock?
Tune you up with your own rork
I'm here with you all the time
Keeping your soul in my mind
 
Doesn't matter, we are fast or slow
This night I give up to you my soul
I'm not a perfection but I'll try
To merge with music while cry
 
Chorus2:
I miss you *4
 
Living in sin, hoping of grace
Clear me from evil, that made a big trace!
I wanna revive and be like you
This will be my new born that I choose
 
I don't care I'm a sage or fool
I will escape from this deep pool!
But I'm really want to be with you
I think it's only wish in me that's true
 
Clap your hands and pull the rythm!
It's high time to rock, I'm ready to sing!
I give you this song - the last part of me
Heat up the roll, what a high speed!
 
Doesn't matter, I'm tired or not
I believe it's the end'f my rot
I'm not a perfection but I'll try
To merge with music while cry
 
Chorus2:
 
George Carpow
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I'll Still Live Another Day
 
Verse 1:
Another day - another life,
I have 24 hours more time.
Another night - another sleep,
I'm asking whether it's the last that I will see.
 
Another breathe-in, Another breathe-out,
I'm happy that I'm able to start shout
Another tear, another smile,
I'm aware my life is so fragile...
 
Chorus:
I'm walking on the edge of a perfect dream,
I'm knocking at the door of a misery,
I'm hoping I'll still live another day,
Thanking heavens that have heard my pray.
O-oh,
O-oh,
I'll still live another day.
O-oh,
O-oh,
Thanking heavens heard my pray.
 
Verse 2:
Another wound in my heart,
Another destiny fell apart,
Another broken dream, another mental seam,
But I will never know what they do mean.
 
Another flood, another storm,
Each of us can lose his home.
Another shot, another bang -
And everyone can turn into a dead.
 
Chorus:
I'm walking on the edge of a perfect dream,
I'm knocking at the door of a misery,
I'm hoping I'll still live another day,
Thanking heavens that have heard my pray.
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O-oh,
O-oh,
I'll still live another day.
O-oh,
O-oh,
Thanking heavens heard my pray.
 
Solo:
 
Chorus:
I'm walking on the edge of a perfect dream,
I'm knocking at the door of a misery,
I'm hoping I'll still live another day,
Thanking heavens that have heard my pray.
 
I'm walking on the edge with the wounded heart,
I'm knocking at the door of the new life start.
I'm hoping I will live behind the door,
Neither feel of pain nor distress anymore
O-oh,
O-oh,
I'll still live another day.
O-oh,
O-oh,
Thanking heavens heard my pray.
 
George Carpow
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I'm Gonna Rock You
 
Verse 1:
My father was a farmer in a far country land,
But me, his son, didn't let out a guitar from my hand,
So father became angry and I had to leave home,
The only thing I've taken was guitar, my own.
 
I haven't eaten anything for more than six days
When somebody gave me bread to bring outta my case
Then to fill the stomach with some tasty thing
I took my guitar and began to sing:
 
Chorus:
I'm gonna rock you,
Whenever you dream
About the piece,
The war has come,
Disbeliefs entangle you,
The fear's with you all around
 
And there is no sound
You wanna me be shocked,
 
I'm gonna rock you,
I'm goin' to rock.
 
Verse 2:
One day I was noticed by a famous man,
He offered me a wonder - to play in his band,
I began to play in company but not alone,
The only thing I'd not leave was guitar, my own.
 
The years have passed with working on the glorious plans
My mind and heart united reaching top with the sence
And now I'm famous and from the stage
Bringing you the dawn of the new age:
 
Chorus:
 
Solo:
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Chorus:
 
George Carpow
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Learn To Be A Man
 
Verse 1:
Your every step is a bit wrong
You take right
On a straight path
The word you say is a hard thong
You can't lie
It's a cause'f wrath
 
Just look inside - it's a plate square
Whatcha see -
You can reach all
Do you feel dampness in the air?
It's raining soon -
You can predict this soul!
 
Pre-chorus:
Hey man, let me inside
You need my help I will provide
You can denie and stay offside
But let me make you clarified.
 
Chorus:
I'll teach you how to sing right songs
I'll show you the essense man belongs
I'll let you come into the crowd
I'll suppress you think aloud
You don't believe me that I can?
I'll tell you how to be a man!
 
Post-chorus:
You should learn to be a man
 
Verse 2:
Your empty strokes are not enough vast
You rather drown
Than float upwards
Your run in place is not so fast
To break out
The track homewards
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You're in the clouds, don't look at feet
You pass by
Shots or squelch'em
You go through the people you meet
It makes you cry
But they walk forth with phlegm!
 
Pre-chorus:
Chorus:
Post-chorus:
 
George Carpow
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Mankind
 
Just want to keep my eyes on things,
Which never'll come to you in dreams
Somehow you want them to fade in
But it can't gone away
 
Like rainbow in the skies appears
Forbidding you to come to it near
This also is intouched indeed
To take away
 
Behind that we are bearing out
Our feelings ‘come savage now
And men as wolfs are fighting ‘round
In eye to eye
 
All horny snakes and crocodiles -
We seems to be in the God's eyes
To be creatures wee and dumb
Through all the life
 
Chorus:
Mankind,
My silly mankind
Why should I blush for all your deeds?
Can't turn over your wicked things
Mankind
 
Resulted in world breaking wars
Misunderstanding, that's of course
I wanna you be over laws
To find a dream
 
Let's give up strives and shake the hands
Let's all turn down the spite of land
Don't let the world collapse in sand
To get what's mean
 
Chorus:
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Memories
 
When the sun sets down on a light-blue sky,
When the clouds go round over head of mine,
When the wind rustles calmly in the leaves of trees
All I have in mind are the memories.
 
I stand up in the rays of the yellow sun
And I listen to the tree trunks' groans,
But I swear I think of nothing new
But the memories I have about you.
 
When the sun hides light behind the woods
And the warmth calms down to its colder roots
I remain hot-hearted at drab twilight
Carrying your vision within my sight.
 
Beside grey shadows I walk at light -
The world around's in black'n'white,
Just your figure wears coloured dress,
The one I care in this old mess.
 
When the night lets out the moon and stars,
When the river water's black as tar,
When the silver glitters in one's eye
Just these memories make me fly
 
I close eyelids and soar skyward,
For just this night I cut the cord.
I know the memory's not alive,
But I can't stop myself to dive.
 
George Carpow
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Mirror
 
Check on me - whatcha see inside?
Calm down and take a look
So well, what's on your mind?
Will you choose to pass me through
 
Step ahead and stretch a hand
The dream will eat you up
Do you wanna fade your life in sand
Ain't you wanna fly above
 
You can get away
Or keep on hanging
But the voice outta frame is singing
 
So close, so far
Will you touch a mirror
Light up the star
If you wanna be a hero
 
So vague, so clear
Ain't you see the far side
Hold back your fear
Ain't keep yourself aside
 
Tiny step, I wanna go through
Just let me pass the glass
I made attempt, the voice was sooth,
Yet it held just a farce
 
Sought the way, my dream was nigh -
I ought to make a jump
But mirror face was just a lie
The dream'd been shown in fun
 
You can become mad
Or just start giggling
But I can't now curb the screaming
 
So close, so far
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I can't touch a mirror
I got a jar
But the shift is zero
 
So vague, so clear
The mirror turns hazy
Fall back, this jeer
Can make you crazy
 
Solo:
 
Whenever you walk
Or keep on standing
Once you'll hear again the voice tempting
 
So close, so far
Will you touch a mirror
Light up the star
If you wanna be a hero
 
So vague, so clear
Ain't you see the far side
Hold back your fear
Ain't keep yourself aside
 
George Carpow
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Muse
 
Verse 1:
You come to me in the evening
In the sunset
Work turns to a dreaming
Somewhere in my head
 
You say some words, and the sorrow
Get outta my heart
Belief comes that tomorrow
I'll take another part
 
Bridge:
I look into your eyes
I follow your sight
I cannot break your ties
And I don't wanna try
 
I tried to place your hand in mine,
But I just caught an air
I tried to kiss your lips of wine
I tried to touch your hair
 
Chorus:
Damn it! I can't do that,
Until I bite the dust
This thought's a nasty gnat
Gobbling to the rust
 
You are to get of none
Even you'll abuse
I thought you were a woman,
But you were just a muse.
 
Verse 2:
I've been drunk by your shadow
In the candlelight
My soul was dewed, and you showed
Me an inspired flight
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You led me into the nooks
Of my old soul
There are so many hooks
But you avoid them all
 
Bridge:
Chorus:
...
I wish you were a woman,
But you are just my own muse. Hey!
 
Solo:
 
Verse 3:
So, in the morning hangover
Splits my poor head
And one mysterious mower
Has cropped me to be bled
 
You have faded with a dawn
In the sunrise
I've got another shone
From misty disguise
 
Bridge:
Chorus x2:
 
George Carpow
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One Day The Autumn Comes
 
Bare trees touch sky with balded limbs
A carpet on the dirt of withered leaves
Flocks of clouds come to weep over the past
Their rainy tears lave my shoulders, head and chest
 
Sceneries 'round me yet reminisce of light
The wind was calm, the sun was shining bright
But time runs out till we go into curve
One day the autumn comes that ends the mirth
 
The true love's turning out to farewell
The magic of the day ends up with ring of bell
The joy brings sadness into the dome of life
I'm writing couple passages and I don't know why
 
One day I'll think of what I've done
One day, stop living on run
I'll bring my soul to higher stars
I'll rest one day the autumn comes.
 
George Carpow
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Poker Face
 
Too many people 'round are walking beside,
All friendly faced, but with the empty eyes.
I'm nodding gently and I'm rushing hence -
I keep on walking with a poker face.
 
I'm catching up the love of my whole life,
A whisper &quot;Love you, babe&quot; and hugging tight.
She smiles and asks if we could be just friends,
Oh, damn it, I'll bypass you with poker face!
 
A thunderstorm occurs deep in my soul,
I'm blind with feelings, deaf from heart that knocks,
I cannot vie for bliss on this mad race -
I walk with my eyes closed and poker face.
 
Another smiling eyes that peer at yours,
A question: &quot;How are you? I know it hurts&quot;.
A new friend can't be made of sand and clay:
I'm passing by and keep my poker face
 
The death was standing at another post,
She said: &quot;Hey, mate, you're lonely more than ghost&quot;.
I saw in somber eyes the same grief's trace:
&quot;Well, would you take a walk with poker face? &quot;
 
George Carpow
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Second Chance
 
You lay in sand
Under the sun
You had a chance,
But it has gone.
 
You heard a voice
Soul-waking roar,
Now you've a choice - 
Look at the door!
 
Calm down, don't squint,
Let your eyes see.
Breath out, come in,
Get up off knee.
 
Recall the past
And you may glance,
Most waited guest - 
Your second chance!
 
Chorus1:
This day the sun won't roast alive,
You feel today is not to die,
You rise with eyes refilled with sense:
Thank Lord for second chance.
 
Hey, pinch yourself,
You ain't believe!
Take faith off shelf,
Man touched by grief.
 
You've lost the life
In the dreamnet
This day the knife
Frees you from debt!
 
Chorus2:
This day the shakles fall apart,
You pull out black knife from you heart,
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Your dead soul-eyes reopened lids,
Thank Lord for rescue rid.
 
Did you give response?
Will you come along? Or not.
Did you find a course
To achive the door? Or not.
Did you understand
What your soul stands for? Or not.
Did you get off net
With this praying song? Or not.
 
Chorus1:
Chorus2:
 
George Carpow
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Stolen
 
I don't know a day
I just know the night
The moon behind the clouds
Reveals my feral might
 
The ruthless wind around
Is tossing thoughts in mind
Forgotten in a hole
Full of deadmen's rinds.
 
And I am stolen.
 
I don't know a sound
I just keep the quiet
Mutter at the corner
But I'm deaf and blind
 
Maybe someone calls me
Maybe someone cries
But I just move my arms
To hold something tight
 
Cause I am stolen.
 
I don't know a word
I just make a sketch
Of the gloom around
And the sense I fetch
 
How did I fall here?
Ain't someday to get out?
I repeat myself
To push off the doubt
 
Yet noone tells the answer
Noone says you're right
Only speechless darkness
Douses the moonlight
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The Door
 
Myriad stars lighten the sky
Twilight path is fleeing to night
And I'm walking along
 
Calm mighty trees blow with fresh
Amid trunks I see how hazy beasts dash
Yet I go alone
 
As usual I stop at lone standing door
Anew open it and look out beyond
The door of my soul
 
A crowd ever fussing does not feel the winds
I don't care them all but the only that shines
Just glance back to call
 
You
Look at me through
This human zoo
Come to my soul
Soon
You'll see the moon
Lightening the route
To opened door
 
A thunderous wave fell onto town
You stopped for a jiff, not turning around
Just lost in the crowd
 
Left the outside behind my steps
I steered the same road through woods and wide steppes
Kicking dust to the ground
 
You
Think of me through
This beastly brood
Messing our brain
Soon
At the next noon
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I'll come for you
And call you again
 
The day is tending to dark
I enter shadowy park
The beasts are dashing aside
 
The trail has turned to the right
I see the wonderful light
The door is waiting its time
 
You
Look at me through
This human zoo
Come to my soul
Soon
You'll see the moon
Lightening the route
To opened door
 
George Carpow
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Umbrella
 
It's raining cats and dogs
Since world has risen from the Deluge.
I'm jumping like a frog
While rushing crown to crown with every day as challenge.
 
I have umbrella broken
And see these motley knolls all moving nearby
Each known word's been spoken
But noone stopped to take me in to let me walk beside.
 
The water's bitter 'n salt
The mankind's tears are falling from the heaven onto human fro
But others sail their boats
And have their feelings locked in what they go for
 
I'm choking on the drops
The lung's fulfilled with liquid and my breath is cut to death
I'm not of mighty sort
And can't bring on my shoulders all the gloom the humans have
 
Just got umbrella broken
I'm stranger born by stupid wish of prankster fate
And God, I'm so damn lonely
A hopeless downcast, day by day I have to wade.
 
George Carpow
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We Shall See
 
Which aim our path will leads us to?
Should we be locked or pass this through?
We shall see
 
Is there a place where we both stand
A heart to heart and hand in hand?
We shall see
 
Chorus
And when you say that
We shall see it
A hope's in my heart -
I believe.
And then the heaven
Becomes clear
And what is bound
We shall see
 
My fate and thine, they walk beside
Is that a fact or dream of mine?
We shall see
 
I look at sky and feel your soul
What does it mean and what's my role?
We shall see.
 
Chorus:
 
I wish you joy 'n say 'Seize the day'
I hope you will in any way
We shall see
 
Where is my place I ought to be?
Should I stand up or better sit?
We shall see.
 
Chorus:
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What's Not Good With Me?
 
It was another man
With no tale
His bones turned into sand
And brains - to swale
 
He hurried nowhere
Keep standing still
He offered up a prayer
To gain the will
 
He made essential deals
But every failed
He had quadratic wheels
Be roughly nailed
 
He gotta live with soul
That bent the knee
So, why we keep on roll?
This man was me.
 
Chorus:
What's not good with me?
I don't know
Could aught make me become
Whom I owe
Can you find a key
To let me go
Could I cease to be dumb?
Want you to show.
 
I saw a tarmac road
Keep stomping bog
Felt like a slimy toad
A lousy dog
 
I got soaked to the skin -
It's raining hard
I won't ever win
I've no guard
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Chorus:
 
You called me by my name
But was it mine?
You can me ever blame
That right is thine
 
I tried to keep on walk
And reach your hand
But what a funny joke
I spilt with sand
 
Chorus:
 
George Carpow
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When The Dusk Fades Away
 
When the dusk fades away
And the stars in the sky
Start to swirl with the moon
Somewhere upward so high
 
You just raise your head up
Looking at silhouettes
Every dream takes its place
And withdraws your sweats
 
Can't you see to the end
At these moments of fate
Can't your dreams become true
Ere the time it is late
 
You're just begging the Lord
For the sign to go for
To unveil blinded eyes
To meet your rescue door
 
And you lower your eyes
And you go ahead
And the hope in your heart
Kindles fire again
 
See, you've gained the vim
For the following day
Till it breaks out with eve
And the dusk fades away
 
George Carpow
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Where It Goes
 
I'm walking on the edge of mankind's road
Just moving to make no attention on.
The world of perfidy, hypocrisy and oath,
The faith with hate are flowing along.
 
I walk, the road step by step is getting worse.
The paving breaks up, losing clay and passing dirt.
I make a step and only wonder where it goes
And whether road exists after the mire grows.
 
Each stone - a map of someone's life.
A couple friends - and cobbers outside.
And on the other side - the enemies and foes
Yet some within the friends - like so it goes.
 
I have some clay yet in my bag of old,
Some stones I put together, some I throw in wold.
And what's a puzzle of this human road,
How can I make it lead a bit more forth?
 
I used to be a stone like these once long ago,
But lost all clay, I have been kicked onto the road,
I got a bag, two legs, forth-seeing eyes
And do this puzzle, someone did until he died
 
I'm walking on the edge of mankind's road
Just moving to make no attention on.
I wonder, how it is now - where it goes?
And when I fade away, who'll keep this puzzle on?
 
George Carpow
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Whether I See Your Face Again
 
Verse 1:
I'm walking down the town where we live
I'm looking for yout face wherever you could be
Don't care it's mist' or clear
Don't care there's rain or sun
You are I want to see and hear the only one.
 
Your magic sight is everyday in front of me
This one is the best I've wished to see
The smile upon your face
The light into your eyes
The heaven isn't so great as you are nice
 
Chorus:
So everyday
I'm walking by this way
Hoping whether I see your lovely face today
So every night
I cannot sleep tight
Hoping whether I'll see your dear face the next day
 
Verse 2:
I wake up in the morning with the thought of you
The thought of angel whom I don't deserve to choose
You've become my dream
My yearning and my truth
My life means nothing without you
 
And now I feel my heart is going to fuse
'Cause yesterday you've visited me like a muse
I saw your innocent face
Eyes of fethomless sense
This look made an indelible trace so I miss you hence
 
Chorus:
 
Bridge:
Don't say 'begone'
There's nobody could me moan
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If I never find your face to see again
 
Don't shrug off me
To let wither my life-tree
But anyway I'll pray 'Heaven you sain'
 
Chorus:
 
George Carpow
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Winter Rain
 
It's Christmas time, the weather's fine,
But snow is nowhere.
The rain is falling down outside.
I've just come home, soaked to the bone.
I'm falling off the chair.
It's so strange that I can't find the rhymes.
 
I'm so tired, 'cause had a ride
In the forest nearby.
I touched the sleepy trees to wake them up.
They asked me what had been a root
To wake in such abnormal time
I let them see the early spring's sunup.
 
'Cause this is winter rain, (that's falling down) .
The nature's going mad and I'm mad with it.
Wake up and see the crowd, (that have come out) .
To feel the sudden warmth, no longer feel alone,
It's such a joy for me.
 
I'm a crazy man, you see I can
Be happy in this mess.
I was walking through the grass that is still green.
I play this rock, the trees are shocked,
The only thing they guess
Is what a bullshit here is yet to be.
 
But this is winter rain, (that's falling down) .
The nature's going mad and I'm mad with it.
Wake up and see the crowd, (that have come out) .
To feel the sudden warmth, no longer feel alone,
It's such a joy for me.
 
Solo
 
But when I thought about the cold
That surely will occur,
I saw it's better to take back my words.
With these dreams woke, opened the lock
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And looked outside the door
The light rain was falling down on the snow.
 
Here is this winter rain, (that's falling down) .
The nature's mad and I'm going mad with it.
Wake up and see the crowd, (that have come out) .
To feel the sudden warmth, but feel alone,
It's such a pain for me.
 
George Carpow
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Words You Say
 
Verse 1:
My friend, recall your mother's words:
A word spoken's past recalling.
Speech is silver, silence's gold.
The adadge, daddy had been talking
 
You grew up, what's about now?
All have faded in your head
There is no much sense in pesky sounds -
Your tongue dangles just like a hung rag
 
Bridge:
Do you remember? Do you remember?
 
Chorus:
Shut up, you're off!
Your back is on the earth
You have a power dearth
Take off!
 
Look down, it's abyss
You're falling with a hiss
Your way is in the mist
Dismissed!
 
Post-chorus:
Rely
On words you say this life
Say: 'lie
Is not in words of mine'
 
Be mute
When tongue must not be used
You would
In case you won't abuse
 
Bridge:
Shut up! Man, you have to shut up!
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Verse 2:
You've lost yourself at roadside
Just thinking out loud cause
Your thoughts are in the mind's sight
But stays behind in crazy yaws.
 
The word can heal, the word can kill
A moment for birdie's takeoff
The choice is made, so foot the bill
Be in the high or spring in very trough
 
Bridge:
Chorus:
Post-chorus:
Bridge:
 
George Carpow
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